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It’s that time of year when we all reflect on the past year and look forward and attempt to
predict some of the changes that will unfold over the next few months. BBDO Knows has asked
some of our best and brightest planning minds which campaigns have stood out for them this
past year; what their advice is for planners for the year ahead, and what their thoughts are on
what lies ahead.

JAMES MI LLER / EVP, HEAD OF PLANNI NG – MARS, BBDO WORLDWI DE
CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 2017:
NIKE – “TIME IS PRECIOUS”
At first I struggled to think of a real standout campaign from 2017. I think this reflects the
increasingly fragmented nature of culture and the fact that it’s increasingly hard to really stand
out and make an impression in culture today. But then I remembered Nike’s Breaking2 – their
effort to train three of the world’s best long-distance runners to break the two-hour marathon
barrier. Part product demo, part content creation, part PR idea and 100% human inspiration, it’s
a perfect example of the kind of ideas we need to stand out and make an impact in culture
today.
TOP PLANNING TIP FOR 2018:
I’m sticking with the same tip as last year: remain focused on big ideas and big creative
platforms. The world is racing towards smaller, shorter, disposable ideas. They can work but
they are, by definition, fleeting, and we should be focused on building long-term value. The real
value for brands will be built with big ideas and creative platforms that allow them to produce
big impactful work, as well as small nimble work, that all builds equity for the brand.
2018 PREDICTION:
A lot of people will say a lot of things about AI, voice search, neuromarketing and VR. Most of
them will be wrong, and no one will call them on it. Sure, we need to embrace the future and
understand how it’s shaping up, but focus on doing brilliant stuff in the here and now. That’s
the best way to ensure that you’re around for the bright AI-, VR- and neuroscience-fueled
future.

CRYSTAL RI X / CHI EF STRATEGY OFFI CER, BBDO NEW YORK
CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 2017
P&G TIDE – “BRADSHAW STAIN”
The integration of creative and media is
a fantastic prognosticator of where our industry is going.
If BBDO can marry our heritage of craft with disruptive
media innovation, we can refine the nature of brand
storytelling and commercial content.
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TOP PLANNING TIP FOR 2018:
Be manically focused on your clients’ business problem. The marketplace is experiencing
massive disruption – brands will need your strategic brainpower to solve real business
challenges, not just their communications challenges.
2018 PREDICTION:
The flashy ad campaigns alone will not earn your brand a place in culture. Brands will earn fame
by creating meaningful, useful and relevant tools and experiences to meet the needs of
consumers. We will win by doing both – brand-utility and cultural-busting campaigns –
brilliantly.

ANDY WI LSON / HEAD OF STRATEGY, BBDO ASI A
CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 2017:
#METOO
This conversation is painful, but unavoidable. The
graceful, dignified power of these voices has set the tone
for the way we want to change the way we run
businesses and lead our lives. It has given the powerless a
voice, the powerful pause, and the rest of us a reason to
examine our assumptions.
TOP PLANNING TIP FOR 2018:
Exactly as it was last year – lead the data conversation.
This is an unwieldy, sometimes weird and destructive
conversation, often dominated by people who are not
qualified, and therefore open to snake oil salespeople and
bad advice. As the lead counsel of brands, we need to be at the forefront, mastering the
statistical technicalities, framing data as “creative value generating,” not “delivery efficiency
optimizing.”
Second tip is to bridge the gap between research and practice. The ARF, IPA, Journal of
Advertising Research and Ehrenberg Bass are leading from the research side, but it is up to
planners to bring this to clients.
2018 PREDICTION:
Data and media efficiency continues to remove the creative oxygen out of the industry, and
more inroads from the consultancies into agency land.
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BRI DGET ANGEAR / JOI NT CHI EF STRATEGY OFFI CER, AMV BBDO, UK
CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 2017:
BODYFORM – “BLOOD NORMAL”
TOP PLANNING TIP FOR 2018:
Make sure you find the time to enrich yourself. You will
only be as good as the stimulus you put into yourself.
2018 PREDICTION:
Most predictions will be wrong.

I LARI A FRUSCI O / HEAD OF PLANNI NG, DLV BBDO, I TALY
CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 2017:
DELTA AIR LINES – “THE DATING WALL”
I wanted to find something that gives an idea of the
direction smart communication is going. This campaign is
very interesting because of how and where it intercepts a
high-potential target for the business. It’s a campaign that
makes well-identified individuals move and do something.
Delta’s goal for 2017 was to start real conversations with
local audiences. A partnership with New York’s biggest
dating app offered Delta a direct line to the local social
scene. User data provided a hook: singles are on Tinder, and Tinder users with travel photos get
more dates. By targeting a niche audience, NYC singles, leveraging their main interests and
engaging with them on the social platform they use the most, Delta could provide them with
relevant content in an environment that fits the brand and gives it a meaningful purpose. The
activation brought the brand into conversations about community and local culture in a fun,
relatable way.
TOP PLANNING TIP FOR 2018:
The year 2017 has been one of the data invasion. Marketers are already prioritizing AI over oldfashioned creativity. Having a creative interpretation of how to turn data into great insights is
the differentiation we provide our clients with.
2018 PREDICTION:
With Gen Z entering marketers’ radars alongside Millennials, brands will need to find ways to
get people talking. Good brands will thrive. Consumers will increasingly look for brands that fill
a positive role in society and take a stand. Thinking about the social platforms, smart creative
work will be co-created. More and more, we will create content, turn ideas into news, and
introduce concepts that work in real time.
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HANS LOPEZ-VI TO / CHI EF STRATEGY OFFI CER, GREATER CHI NA, BBDO
CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR 2017:
LACOSTE – “TIMELESS”
I love work that ordinary people (not just industry
folk) love to consume, and I’m particularly fond of the
2017 campaign BETC Paris made for Lacoste. Typical
of the other great work from this very French agency,
it is a visually luscious, theatrical work of art I don’t
mind watching over and over again.
TOP PLANNING TIP FOR 2018:
The year 2018 will be the one in which planners will need to rediscover skills we lost as an
industry in order to remain relevant; skills like data analysis, and basic inferential statistics. It’s
easy to think these are “new age” skills, but let us not forget that planning pioneers in the 1960s
came out of the media and market research departments.
2018 PREDICTION:
I’m a big optimist. I believe agencies like BBDO will start to fight back [against] the digital
platforms and consultancies who’ve stolen some of our businesses and brightest talent. This
will happen as we weave new data tools and capabilities with the classical brand-planning skills
we’ve always been known for, which will be attractive to young planners looking for an
enriching career.
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